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ABSTRACT
Online advertising systems often provide means for users to close
ads and also leave feedback. Although closing ads requires addi-
tional user engagement and usually indicates a poor user experi-
ence, ad closes are not as scarce as one might expect. Recently it
was shown that penalizing ads with high closing likelihood during
auctions may substantially reduce the number of ad closes while
maintaining a small predefined revenue loss. In this work, we focus
on email since this is the property in which most ad closes occur.
Using data collected from a major email provider, we present in-
teresting insights about the interplay between ad closes in email
and email-related user actions. In particular, we explore the merits
of integrating information derived from user actions in email for
ad-close prediction. Thorough performance evaluation reveals that
incorporating such signals significantly improves ad-close predic-
tion quality over previously reported results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online advertising is one of the most influential economic forces
driving the Internet. All parties are aware of the high cost of bad ads,
and efforts are made to provide the best experience for users [6].
Nevertheless, there will always be users that dislike certain ads
in some cases. Therefore, online advertising systems usually pro-
vide means for users to close ads and also leave feedback, such as
selecting a reason why and even writing free text [14].

It was recently shown that user engagement with the ad-close
mechanism is quite significant, especially in email properties, and
is in the order of magnitude of ad clicks [14]. Since ad closes usually
indicate bad user experience, mostly due to poor ad quality, an
effort was made to mitigate the number of ad-close actions [14].
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In particular, several features including those derived from past
ad closes were used to predict ad-close probability. The predicted
probabilities served for estimating the “true”1 expected revenue to
be used during generalized second price (GSP) auctions [4]. It was
shown that penalizing ads with high closing likelihood provides
an inherent incentive for advertisers to improve their ads’ quality.
The proposed system was tested online serving real Yahoo Gemini
traffic and demonstrated a hefty 20% reduction in the number of ad
closes while maintaining less than 0.4% revenue loss.

In this work we strive to further improve user experience by
providing more accurate ad-close prediction. We focus on email
properties where most ad closes occur using data collected from
the Yahoo Mail app2, one of the globally largest email providers. In
these properties sponsorship transparent native ads3 are presented
to users at the top of their email inboxes. We identify user email-
related actions (also referred to as email actions) occurring when
users interact with email services, such as opening, sending and
deleting messages, as key features in achieving our goal. Along
with the previously reported ad-close predictions (referred to as
pClose, see [14]) that are provided with each ad impression and
user demographic features, email actions arranged into n-grams are
combined and used as features in a logistic regression (LR) model.
Although the LR model is simple, it still provides insights into the
prediction task. In addition to showing improved performances over
previously reported results [14], the LR model reveals that certain
email actions, such as message deletions are the top contributing
features. Interpreting these may suggest that a user that is deleting
email messages may be in a “cleaning” mood and also tends to close
ads that she dislikes.

In addition to the standard LR model, we apply more advanced
deep learning (DL) techniques to further improve prediction quality.
In particular, we use an architecture that combines two networks.
The first network is based only on email actions, while the second
uses demographic features and the pClose signal [14]. The perfor-
mance of the LR and DL models were evaluated using data collected
from Yahoo Mail mobile app traffic during a fortnight earlier this
year. We show that our approach of combining email actions with
the pClose signal greatly improves ad-close prediction quality when
compared to the previously reported results [14].

1More accurate, which accounts for ad-closes long-term hidden costs [14].
2All processes performed as part of our data construction and analysis were conducted
under the European and US privacy regulations.
3Native ads resemble the surrounding page items, are considered less intrusive to
users, and provide a better user experience in general. In contrast to search ads, user
intent is usually unknown which makes ad matching more challenging.
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The main contributions of this work are as follows.
• Focusing on email properties, we introduce the rather unex-
plored interplay between email-related user actions and ad
closes using data collected from the Yahoo Mail app.

• Applying standard LR and more advanced DL models, we
demonstrate the importance of email actions to the ad-close
prediction task.

• Conducting a thorough performance evaluation, we show a
significant improvement in ad-close prediction quality when
compared to previous techniques.

2 RELATEDWORK
Several works consider user feedback in the context of online ad-
vertising. The studies in [1, 14, 16] present prediction models for ad
quality and demonstrate how the predicted values can be used to
improve ad ranking. While the main signal used in [16] is the offen-
sive ad feedback, the works in [1, 14] consider a more general type
of ad feedback, namely removal of ads to which a user was exposed.

Email action prediction has attracted much research attention
recently. The authors in [2] analyzed different email actions and
devised a learning framework for predicting them. Prediction of the
email reply action was presented in [3, 10, 13, 15]. Lastly, [5, 8] study
promotional emails, where the authors in [5] present a framework
to predict the unsubscription action, and the authors in [8] consider
the task of click-through rate prediction in promotional emails.

Most of the works mentioned above focus on the prediction of
ad feedback, in particular, the closure of undesired ads, and on the
prediction of specific email related user actions. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no prior work that leverages user email actions
for ad feedback prediction.

3 ANALYSIS OF AD CLOSES IN EMAIL
In the analysis to follow, we examine the effect of demographic char-
acteristics of users and the actions they performed when interacting
with the email service on their disposition to close ads. The analy-
sis is based on data gathered from the Yahoo Mail app during the
second week of Apr. 2020. Hereinafter, we consider the single, most
popular version of the app since different versions may offer differ-
ent functionalities. The data includes observations about millions
of users that were exposed to hundreds of thousands of unique ads.

We use A to denote the set of ad instances (impressions) that
were examined in our analysis. For a subset of the ad instances
A𝑖 ⊆ A, close rate 𝐶𝑅(A𝑖 ) is the ratio between the number of
times the ads in A𝑖 were closed and the number of times these ads
were shown. We define the relative change in close rate as

𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅(A𝑖 ) ≜
𝐶𝑅(A𝑖 ) −𝐶𝑅(A)

𝐶𝑅(A) .

Demographic characteristics. Wepartitioned our users into groups
based on their age and gender, and computed the relative change
in close rate 𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅(AU ) for the set of ad instances AU that were
presented to the users in each groupU. The results are presented
in Table 1. We observe a rather clear trend when inspecting the
different age groups: the older the users, the more likely they are
to interact with the ad-close mechanism. The difference between
women and men is less conspicuous.

Table 1: Relative change in ad close rate by age and gender.

≤ 20 21-40 41-60 > 60 women men

−0.45 −0.49 0.11 1.98 −0.02 0.02

Email actions. We partitioned the ad instances into groups based
on the actions the users performed before seeing an ad. An ad group
A𝑥 defined for action 𝑥 includes all the ad instances in which 𝑥

was performed before the ad was displayed. We limit ourselves to
instances in which the number of actions taken between 𝑥 and the
ad display is at most ten. Note that the groups are overlapping since
several different actions may be performed before an ad is shown.
We inspected four of the most common actions performed when
interacting with email messages: open, delete, edit and send, and
two actions performed when interacting with ads: click and close.

Table 2 presents the relative change in close rate for each group.
We can see that the close rate of the delete action is higher than
the close rates of the other considered message-related actions.
This finding suggests that a user deleting email messages might
be in a “cleaning” mood and is therefore more likely to also close
ads. The highest relative change is observed for the ad close action
suggesting that a user who has already closed an ad, will continue
to close other ads.

Table 2: Relative change in ad close rate by user actions.

message ad

open delete edit send click close

−0.35 1.11 −0.56 −0.45 7.94 31.28

4 OUR APPROACH
We next present out data preparation process (Section 4.1), the
features we consider (Section 4.2), and the LR (Section 4.3) and DL
(Section 4.4) models.

4.1 Data
We collect sequences of email-related actions from the Yahoo Mail
app. The actions are combined with data extracted from the native
ads and includes the pClose predictions for each ad impression [14].
The action sequences are partitioned into sessions that are delimited
by 15 minutes of user inactivity. Since several ads may be shown
during a single session and the user can interact differently with
each ad, we divided each session into ad sessions. An ad session
is defined per each ad in the session and includes all the actions
taken by the user from the beginning of the session until the ad was
displayed. Thus, our ad sessions are overlapping and may contain
user interactions with ads previously presented in the same session.
An example of an email session that includes two ad sessions is
shown in Figure 1. The user closed the ad presented in the first ad
session and did not interact with the second one.

4.2 Features
We used three feature types: (i) features derived from the sequence
of email-related actions in an ad session performed before the ad
was shown; (ii) user demographic features (age and gender); and (iii)
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Figure 1: Example of an email session with two ad sessions.

the pClose signal [14]. We note that none of the features consider
the content of the email messages.

The sequence of email actions may be viewed as a sequence of
terms in a text. Accordingly, for LR, similar to the common practice
in text classification, we represent the sequence using n-grams. In
our setting, an n-gram is a combination of 𝑛 adjacent actions, where
unigrams (𝑛 = 1), bigrams (𝑛 = 2) and trigrams (𝑛 = 3) are used.
The binary values of these features indicate the presence or absence
of an n-gram in the sequence. We consider n-grams that occurred
at least 2500 times in our ad sessions, which we found to be more
effective than using other thresholds. For the DL model, the entire
action sequence is passed as input to the network. An additional
feature that we consider in LR and DL is the number of actions in
the ad session (length).

For the age, gender and pClose features, we used a one-hot
encoded representation. The gender feature can take three values
(“man”, “woman” and “unknown”) and is therefore represented
using a 3-dimensional vector. For age and pClose, we used quantile
discretized (or binned) representation, in which an equal number of
values are placed in each bin. After a naive grid search, we ended
up using 20 bins for age and 95 bins for pClose.

4.3 Logistic Regression
We used a standard implementation that includes a bias and a
weighted sum of the features embedded in a sigmoid function. The
bias and weights were learned using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) and L2 regularization using the Spark MLlib [11] package.

4.4 Deep Learning
We trained two separate networks. The input of the first network is
the sequence of actions performed by users before seeing an ad. The
AWD-LSTM architecture [12] with three stacked layers of LSTM
was used to train an action-based language model. The language
model then served as the encoder (backbone) in a classifier that
included a sequence of batch normalization, dropout, a linear layer,
and ReLU activation. The second network uses age, gender, length
and pClose as features. For each feature, we learned an embedding
matrix that maps the feature values into fixed-size vectors. The fea-
ture embeddings were concatenated into a single vector and passed
to three similar stacked blocks, consisting of batch normalization,
dropout, linear layer and ReLU activation. Batch normalization and
dropout were omitted from the first block and ReLU was not used
in the third block. Finally, we removed the last three layers in each
network, concatenated the outputs into a single vector and fed it
into a linear layer to produce the final result.

The models were implemented using the FastAI library [7] with
default hyper-parameter values with the following exceptions. The
sizes of the last two linear layers used in the second network were
set to 100 and 50, respectively. In all cases, the cross-entropy loss
function and ADAM optimization [9] were used.

5 EVALUATION
Section 5.1 describes the data extraction process, the evaluation
metrics and the baseline. Section 5.2 presents the results.

5.1 Setting
Data. Our experiments are based on a sample of over 2 million

email sessions collected from the Yahoo Mail app over a two-week
time period (Dec. 21, 2019 to Jan. 4, 2020). As noted in Section 4.1,
a session is a sequence of email-related user actions delimited by
15 minutes of inactivity. Considering all the sessions in which at
least one ad was shown to a user yields highly imbalanced data
because in most of these sessions the presented ads were not closed.
Therefore, our data includes all the sessions in which one of the
displayed ads was closed. In addition, for the group of users that
closed at least one ad, we randomly sampled a similar number of
sessions in which an ad was displayed but was not closed. Overall,
our data includes over 6.5million ad sessions. There are on average
38 actions in an ad session with a standard deviation of 37.6. In
13.5% of the ad sessions, the ad was closed.

The data was randomly split into train (60%), validation (20%),
and test (20%) sets. The train set was further split for training the
models (90%), and setting hyper-parameters (10%). The validation
set was used to determine the number of feature bins, and the thresh-
old for converting the output of our models into binary predictions
used when computing the F1 metric.

Evaluation metrics. To evaluate the quality of our predictions,
we use AUC (area under the ROC curve), LogLoss (logarithmic loss)
and F1. AUC served for selecting hyper-parameter values.

Baseline. For our baseline we use the LR model with the binned
version of pClose [14]. The binned version is used because our
data construction process changes the ad-close rate and requires
compensation provided by the learned weights of the LR model.

5.2 Results
Logistic regression. Table 3 presents the performance of the LR

model for individual feature types and different feature groups.
When considering each feature type separately, we can see that
the worst performance in AUC and F1 is attained for gender. This
finding is in line with the results reported in Table 1, where small
differences between women and men were observed. The length of
the action sequence is quite useful and its performance surpasses
that of the two demographic features age and gender in terms of
AUC and F1. The best performance of an individual feature type is
attained for pClose, which also serves as our baseline.

Inspecting the action-based features, we can see that similar per-
formance is attained for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams. However,
when all three types of features are combined (denoted actions in
Table 3) additional improvements are observed, and the resultant
performance is merely 1.7% lower in AUC than the baseline. This
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Table 3: Logistic regression performance of different groups
of features. The best result in a column is underlined.

AUC LogLoss F1

unigrams 0.826 0.293 0.478
bigrams 0.827 0.298 0.487
trigrams 0.827 0.293 0.474
age 0.606 0.387 0.269
gender 0.545 0.393 0.241
length 0.695 0.406 0.334
actions = unigrams + bigrams + trigrams 0.836 0.282 0.496
actions + age + gender + length 0.846 0.276 0.516
pClose 0.850 0.265 0.585

all = actions + age + gender + length + pClose 0.919 0.203 0.688

Table 4: Top logistic regression features by importance.

Feature name LR weights Coverage Importance

ad view+message delete+message delete 5.00 48.5% 1.25
ad view+list scroll 2.51 23.7% 0.45
list view+message close 1.31 24.7% 0.24
list refresh+list refresh+ad view 2.70 9.5% 0.23

finding attests to the importance of the action-based features and
their complementary nature. Finally, the best performance in Ta-
ble 3 is attained when combining all the features, with a significant
improvement of 8.1%, 23.4%, and 17.6% in AUC, LogLoss, and F1
respectively, over the baseline pClose.

Feature importance. To assess the importance of the different
email-related actions for prediction, we trained the LR model with
all considered features and examined the resulting weights. In addi-
tion, we computed a proxy for feature importance by multiplying
the absolute value of the LR weight by𝐶𝑓 · (1−𝐶𝑓 ), where𝐶𝑓 is the
feature coverage. Note that (1−𝐶𝑓 ) penalizes high coverage binary
features that may act like biases when their coverage approaches 1.
The importance factors are then ranked where higher values imply
higher importance. The top four important features are listed in
Table 4. We can see that the highest ranked feature, with more
than twice the importance value than that of the runner-up, is the
trigram “ad view+message delete+message delete.” This suggests
that this action sequence is highly indicative of ad-close events,
and that the user tends to close ads more after “cleaning” her email
inbox by repeatedly deleting unwanted messages. We note that
despite its high relative change value reported in Section 3, the “ad
close” action has little importance (rank 53) due to its low coverage.

Deep learning. Table 5 presents the results of the LR and DL mod-
els when considering all the features and for the two feature groups
used by the two networks in the DL model. We see that for a given
set of features, the performance of DL almost always surpasses that
of LR. When considering all the features, DL outperforms LR and
the baseline for all metrics. In particular, it provides improvements
of 8.8%, 24.9%, and 18.8% in AUC, LogLoss, and F1, respectively,
over the baseline. These results consist of a small but non-negligible
improvement provided by the more advanced DL techniques over
the standard LR model (0.7%, 2%, and 1% in AUC, LogLoss and F1,
respectively).

Table 5: Comparison of logistic regression (LR) and deep
learning (DL) models. Underline: best result in a column.

AUC LogLoss F1

actions 0.836 0.282 0.496
LR age + gender + length + pClose 0.878 0.249 0.605

all 0.919 0.203 0.688

actions 0.845 0.283 0.504
DL age + gender + length + pClose 0.882 0.246 0.607

all 0.925 0.199 0.695

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We demonstrated the potential of utilizing email-related actions
to provide better ad-close predictions for improved user experi-
ence. We combined the actions collected from the Yahoo Mail app
with features derived from user demographic characteristics and a
previously proposed ad-close predictor. The features were used to
train standard LR and more advanced DL models. Our evaluation
reveals that our email-action-based predictors provide significant
performance lifts over the previously reported results. Future work
includes the integration of email actions into online advertising
systems, which is a challenging task due to the long delays it takes
to log the actions and train the ad ranking models.
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